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Light or dark? Ornate or spare?

Painted? Glazed? Distressed? With so

many options to consider, discovering

your design style is a great place to

start. Use this introduction to the

major design styles to determine

which one best defines you:

Traditional, Old World, Casual,

Modern Classic or Contemporary.

Then make it your own with the right

combination of door style, finish,

architectural accents and hardware.

Because, after all, your new kitchen

isn’t about rules and definitions – it’s

about creating a room you love.

Traditional

Traditional design focuses on creating a timeless look unaffected by fickle trends. Traditional

cabinets often feature raised or recessed panels and details like decorative moldings and trim.

Avondale, Verona and Selena are great Traditional styles from Yorktowne.

Selena maple, Parchment finish

DEFINING YOUR STYLE
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Old World

Old World décor is similar to Traditional design, but with a distinctively European accent. Old World cabinets

often feature dark, rich finishes and multiple layers of molding and trim. To create an Old World look with

Yorktowne, start with a traditional door style like Kingfield, Royalle or Belmonte and embellish with corbels,

turned furniture legs and appliqués.

Belmonte maple, Spice finish



Casual

Casual style is simple, inviting and familiar. Casual cabinets usually include raised or

recessed panels, but with simple hardware and no extra embellishments. Rustic woods

and distressed or opaque finishes are classic Casual touches. Hallmark, Catalina and

Hearthside are perfect choices in Casual cabinets from Yorktowne.

DEFINING YOUR STYLE

Catalina maple, Harvest Character finish. Catalina cherry island, Fawn Character finish Stockton maple, Roselle finish with Ebony glaze
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Modern Classic

Modern Classic style is the combination of

Contemporary and Traditional elements. The lines

are clean and simple, but the overall impression is

softer and warmer than Contemporary design.

Modern Classic cabinets are clean and uncomplicated.

In the Yorktowne collection, Stockton, Serenity and

Charlton exemplify the Modern Classic style.

Contemporary

Contemporary design is all about clean lines and shapes.

Contemporary cabinets are distinguished by their simplicity

and minimal hardware, and look great in extremely light or

extremely dark finishes. Metropolitan and Contours are the

most popular Yorktowne Contemporary styles.

Metropolitan cherry, Garnet finish and maple, Onyx finish
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Cherry

With its fine grain and rich red undertones, cherry

is the essence of elegance. Its association with fine

furniture makes it a classic choice for Traditional

and Old World looks, but its smooth surface also

enhances Contemporary kitchens. Cherry’s most

unique and desirable characteristic is the tendency

to darken and mellow with age, looking richer and

more luxurious with each passing year.

Maple

Naturally lustrous with a fine, straight grain that

looks equally beautiful stained, glazed or painted,

maple is extremely versatile and works in any décor.

It is generally creamy white, varying from bright

white to reddish brown. Maple ages to a light amber

color and may contain small mineral streaks that are

natural characteristics of the wood.

UNDERSTANDING WOOD SPECIES

The beauty of wood lies in its natural imperfections

and subtle variations. Each species has its own unique

characteristics, and your choice of woods can have a

dramatic effect on the overall mood of your kitchen.

With a century of woodworking experience behind us,

we hand-select each piece of lumber used in our doors

and drawer fronts to maximize the inherent beauty in

each species and craft a kitchen of unsurpassed quality.

CHERRY

MAPLE
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Oak

The rugged look of oak is unmistakable. Its

bold grain varies from close-set lines to wide,

open arches. Oak’s honest, straightforward

appearance makes it especially suited to

Casual and Traditional kitchens, while its

incredible strength and durability ensure

lasting beauty and quality.

Quartersawn Oak

The defining wood species of the Arts &

Crafts and Mission movements, Quartersawn

Oak has come to be identified with fine

period furniture pieces. Quartersawn Oak is

quartered and then cut at a 60 to 90-degree

angle to the growth ring of the tree. This

process exposes distinctive golden rays that

randomly fleck across the vertical, close-knit

grain pattern.

OAK

QUARTERSAWN OAK
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UNDERSTANDING WOOD SPECIES

HICKORY

THERMOFOIL

Hickory

Hickory offers the most dramatic contrasts of

all our woods. A single cabinet door can range

in color from creamy white to deep brown

and feature any number of distinctive specks,

knots and streaks. This natural unpredictability

gives hickory its charm and makes it ideal for

rustic casual looks.

Thermofoil

A low-maintenance alternative to hardwood,

our Thermofoil styles consist of durable vinyl

overlays thermally sealed to natural wood

fiberboard. The result is a bright, cheerful

surface that is stain and scratch-resistant

and very easy to clean.
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This is where the fun begins–discovering which Yorktowne door style embodies your vision of the

perfect kitchen. The following pages feature an array of quality crafted door styles meticulously

detailed in a variety of wood species and finishes.

Whether the door style you fall in love with is a classically beautiful profile or an exciting new

design, it will be crafted with the same attention to quality and detail that has been our passion

for the last 100 years.

FINDING THE FACE OF YOUR NEW KITCHEN
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CHERRY

MAPLE

Cherry, Sorrel finish

Double bead accents give this sophisticated raised panel

style a Traditional flavor that takes on added elegance

with glaze or Character finishes. Solid cherry or maple

doors feature mitered frames, full overlay and

five-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing and Character finishes available.

Split Post Molding with Capitals and deluxe ends create
a furniture appearance to the standard vanity.

KINGFIELD
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CHERRY

MAPLE

ROYALLE
Front: Royalle cherry, Honey finish with Mocha glaze
Back: Belmonte library is field painted in a custom color.

Inset rope molding emphasizes the fine furniture look

of this full overlay raised panel style, which is particularly

beautiful glazed. In solid cherry or maple with mitered

beaded frame and five-piece drawer front.

Glazing and Character finishes available.

Accessories add elegance and visual interest, especially
when decorated with ornamental accents.
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CHERRY

MAPLE

Maple, Linen finish with Ebony glaze and Onyx finish

A classic triple-beaded raised panel style that stands the

test of time. Full overlay doors in solid cherry or maple

feature mitered frames and five-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing and Premium Designer finishes available.

This striking wood hood with decorative corbels
provide the high-end look of custom cabinetry and
an upscale design element to any style.

HALLMARK
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VERONA

An updated expression of a classic

design, Verona features richly styled

wide mortise-and-tenon frames

with a subtle raised panel. Verona

is available in solid cherry, maple,

oak and hickory.

Glazing, Premium Designer

and Character finishes available.

A custom built-in microwave cabinet and refrigerator
appliance panels (shown opposite) create a beautiful
seamless look in this wall of cabinets.

CHERRY HICKORYMAPLE

OAK

Cherry, Merlot finish

Similar to Verona
Sleek frame
Solid wood
Cherry, maple and oak

WILSHIRE
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A fresh alternative to a traditional design, Selena takes a

classic raised panel profile and widens the mortise-and-

tenon frame for a more contemporary scale and proportion.

Selena is available in solid cherry, maple, oak and hickory.

Glazing, Premium Designer

and Character finishes available.

The Blind Corner Base with luxury pull-out is an
elegant alternative to a traditional lazy susan for
organization and accessibility.

CHERRY

HICKORY

MAPLE

OAK

Maple, Parchment finish

SELENA
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CHERRY MAPLE

Maple, Antique White finish with Mocha glaze

An extra-wide solid cherry or maple frame with

mortise-and-tenon joints is accented by mitered trim

molding and a veneer recessed panel. Full overlay

style also features five-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing and Premium Designer finishes available.

Hidden Drawer Base Trays multiply storage options
while maintaining a clean single-drawer cabinet face.

RIVERBEND

Similar to Celebration
Sleek frame
Narrow applied molding
Cherry, maple and oak

CELEBRATION
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CHERRY

MAPLE

BELMONTE
Cherry, Garnet finish with Mocha glaze

A relaxed Traditional style with a raised panel and the

look of fine furniture. Multi-layered molding details and

elegant mitered corners are well suited to glazing. Full

overlay doors available in solid cherry or maple with

five-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing and Premium Designer finishes available.

Clipped corners add high-end appeal to a cherry
sink base in Merlot finish.
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CHERRY MAPLE

SERENITY
Cherry, Toffee finish with Maple Onyx accents

The clean lines of this Modern Classic door style

provide an uncluttered, sophisticated backdrop for your

kitchen or bath. Available in solid cherry, maple and

quartersawn oak, with mortise-and-tenon door frame and

five-piece drawer front. Full overlay design features a recessed

panel and horizontal molding.

Glazing, Premium Designer

and Character finishes available.

Keep drawer contents from shifting into a tangled
mess with the Deep Drawer Organizer.

QUARTERSAWN OAK
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CHERRY HICKORYMAPLE

QUARTERSAWN OAK

Maple, Roselle finish with Ebony glaze

An incredibly versatile door in solid

cherry, maple, hickory or oak, this

full overlay recessed panel design

features mortise-and-tenon frames

and five-piece drawer fronts. For an

uptown Contemporary or Modern

Classic look, choose cherry or maple

with simple finishes and minimalist

hardware. For a rustic, Shaker-

inspired look, choose hickory or oak

in one of our Character Finishes.

Glazing, Premium Designer

and Character finishes available.

Free up counter space with a breadbox drawer in
your base cabinets.

OAK

STOCKTON
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MAPLE

HARMONY
Maple, Glacier finish

A solid maple design that offers Traditional styling with a

recessed panel and mitered triple-bead door frame.

Five-piece drawer fronts and full overlay complete the look.

Glazing and Premium Designer finishes available.

Arched valances and stacked molding add the
finishing touches to this impressive wall unit.
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SQUARE CHERRY

ARCH CHERRY

SQUARE MAPLE

ARCH MAPLE

SQUARE OAK

Maple, Eclipse finish
(Wallcoverings by York Wallcoverings Home Design Center)

A full overlay design featuring a traditional beaded

raised panel and plenty of options. Solid cherry,

maple or oak doors offer mortise-and-tenon frames

with single-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing, Premium Designer

and Character finishes available.

China cabinets with decorative glass inserts and
mullion doors create a storage space and a showcase
for kitchenware and collectibles.

CATALINA
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CHERRY

MAPLE

CONTOURS
Cherry, Butternut finish

For Contemporary design without the hard edge, this full

overlay style features contoured slab doors in cherry or

maple. One-piece drawer fronts continue the clean lines.

Premium Designer finishes available.

Reeded glass door inserts accentuate the
Contemporary style of a Contours kitchen.
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CHERRY

OAK

MAPLE

METROPOLITAN
Oak, Java finish

Our most Contemporary door style makes a bold

statement in any finish. Full overlay slab doors are

available in vertical grain cherry, maple or oak

veneer with smooth single-piece drawer fronts.

Premium Designer finishes available.

With its three full extension drawers, the Corner
Drawer Base takes full advantage of the space and
provides far more storage than a traditional lazy susan.



SQUARE CHERRY

ARCH OAK

Cherry, Spruce and Eggshell finish
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SQUARE MAPLE

CATHEDRAL CHERRY

SQUARE OAK

CATHEDRAL MAPLE

ARCH CHERRY

CATHEDRAL OAK

ARCH MAPLE

ASBURY

This classic door style holds a

special place in our hearts as well

as our customers’. The solid raised

panel design with a mortise-and-

tenon frame and single-piece

drawer front is simply timeless

in cherry, maple or oak.

Glazing, Premium Designer

and Character finishes available.

Add corbels, molding, appliques and block onlays
from the Leaves Collection to a mantel for a custom
look to your kitchen.
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MAPLE

CHARLTON
Maple, Linen finish with Ebony glaze and Onyx finish

An upscale wide frame gives an updated twist to

the traditional cottage styling of recessed bead

board panels. Specialty finishes bring out the

details of this full overlay style in solid maple with

mortise-and-tenon frame and five-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing and Premium Designer finishes available.

Decorative and functional, rattan baskets organize
produce and other necessities in one convenient area.

HARTFORD

Similar to Charlton
Sleek frame
Subtle flair on inside profile
Cherry, maple and oak

MILLSTREAM

Similar to Hartford
Veneer center panel
Cherry, maple and oak
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CHERRY QUARTERSAWN OAK

SIMPLICITY
Cherry, Honey finish

The name says it all for this

understated Contemporary

design. Solid cherry or maple

mortise-and-tenon frames

surround a veneer recessed panel

on a full overlay style with

single-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing and Premium Designer

finishes available.

Wall cabinets of varying heights add an element of
the unexpected.

MAPLE

Five piece drawer front
Veneer center panel
Subtle flair on inside profile
Cherry, maple and oak

RIDGEWOOD BRENTWOOD

Similar to Simplicity
Five piece drawer front
Veneer center panel
Cherry, maple and oak
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MAPLE

HEARTHSIDE
Quartersawn Oak, Toffee finish

A recessed panel door design accented with a center stile

gives a hint of Casual or Shaker style to your kitchen. The

full overlay style features a solid maple mortise-and-tenon

frame, veneer panel and five-piece drawer front.

Glazing and Premium Designer finishes available.

Get organized with trays from the Ensemble™ Collection.

QUARTERSAWN OAK
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CHERRY

MAPLE

BELLAIRE
Maple, Toffee finish

Delicate beaded detailing accents this Traditional

raised panel style in solid cherry or maple with

mitered door frames. The standard overlay design

offers single-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing and Premium Designer finishes available.

A decorative island complements your décor while
adding versatile storage and counter space.



SQUARE CHERRY SQUARE MAPLE

ARCH HICKORY ARCH OAK

Maple, Spice finish
(Designer: Dan Lenner, Morris Black)
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ARCH MAPLESQUARE HICKORY SQUARE OAK

CATHEDRAL MAPLE

ARCH CHERRY

CATHEDRAL HICKORY CATHEDRAL OAK

AVONDALE

A classic raised panel door in solid

cherry, maple, hickory or oak. This

standard overlay style features a

mortise-and-tenon door frame and

single-piece drawer fronts.

Glazing and Premium Designer

finishes available.

SAVANNAH

Similar to Avondale
Veneer center panel
Cherry, maple and oak
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CHERRY

OAK

MAPLE

SPRINGHILL
Maple, Java finish with Opal Accenting

Stylishly traditional with a veneer recessed panel,

Springhill has a mitered beaded frame in solid

cherry, maple or oak. The single piece drawer front

complements the Classic design at a practical price.

Premium Designer finishes and

Accent finishes available.

Accent finishes create a one-of-a-kind look that
highlight your cabinetry beautifully. Available in
Opal (shown) or Brindle.

SOMERSET

Similar to Springhill
Five piece drawer front
Veneer center panel
Cherry, maple and oak
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MAPLE

HARBORTON
Maple, Natural finish with Mocha glaze

This charming Casual cottage style in solid maple

features a recessed bead board panel and creates

a relaxed, inviting atmosphere. Bring out even more

character with a glaze or Premium Designer Finish.

The standard overlay design includes mortise-and-tenon

frame and a simple single-piece drawer front.

Glazing and Premium Designer finishes available.

The Yorktowne Appliance Program integrates the
beauty of your cabinetry with your refrigerator
and dishwasher.
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CHERRY

OAK

MAPLE

KEYSTONE
Cherry, Butternut finish
Moldings are Sorrel finish

A Traditional full overlay style with a solid

cherry, maple or oak mitered beaded frame, veneer

raised panel and single-piece drawer front.

Premium Designer finishes and Accent finishes available.

Classic Tambour cabinets are a convenient solution
for concealing small appliances.

COVENTRY

Similar to Keystone
Five piece drawer front
Veneer center panel
Cherry, maple and oak
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SQUARE CHERRY

ARCH CHERRY

SQUARE MAPLE

ARCH MAPLE

SQUARE OAK

ARCH OAK

Maple, Cider finish

Traditional design featuring solid cherry, maple or

oak mortise-and-tenon frame, veneer raised panel,

single-piece drawer front and standard overlay.

Premium Designer finishes and Accent finishes available.

The double doors of this Multi-Storage Pantry cabinet
disguise an incredible amount of shelving space.

CAMBRIDGE
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CHERRY

OAK

MAPLE

FOXRIDGE
Cherry, Butternut finish
Moldings are Sorrel finish

A Traditional standard overlay style with a solid

cherry, maple or oak mitered frame, veneer recessed

panel and single-piece drawer front.

Premium Designer finishes and Accent finishes available.

A Diagonal Corner Sink Base and Base Shelf Organizer
create interest in the often overlooked clean-up area.
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SQUARE THERMOFOIL

SNOWDEN THERMOFOIL
(Available in vanity cabinets only)

BRIGHTON
Thermofoil, White finish

This Traditional raised panel Thermofoil style offers

the look of painted cabinetry without the upkeep.

Low-maintenance vinyl finish over furniture board

is seamless, smooth to the touch and wipes clean with

a damp sponge. Full overlay design features mortise-and-

tenon frames and one-piece drawer fronts.

Thermofoil offers the same great advantages in the
bathroom – seamless, smooth and easy to clean.

ARCH THERMOFOIL



6262
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CHERRY

HICKORY

MAPLE

GREENFIELD
Maple, Roselle finish

Simple, honest Shaker or Arts & Crafts styling features

mortise-and-tenon frames in solid cherry, maple or

hickory with veneer recessed panel. Standard overlay with

single-piece drawer fronts. Complement this look with

transom door frames and simple moldings.

Premium Designer finishes and Accent finishes available.

Surround yourself with details like an arched transom
mirror frame and decorative light box.
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MAPLE

OAK

GLENMONT
Maple, Cider finish

For traditional styling at a practical price, this

standard overlay design features solid maple or oak

mortise-and-tenon frame, veneer recessed panel

and single-piece drawer front.

Premium Designer finishes and Accent finishes available.

Apothecary-style spice drawers and period plate rack
transform open shelving into a unique focal point.



CHOOSING A FINISH

Yorktowne finishes are created with both the

beauty and the longevity of your kitchen in mind.

Our Platinum and Gold construction cabinets

undergo a thorough 14-step finishing process that

not only lets the natural splendor of the

wood shine through, but also protects against

scuffs, dents, moisture and household chemicals.

Our finish choices allow you to create anything

from a clear, natural wood look to a one-of-a-kind

weathered heirloom appearance.

Standard finishes
Transparent wood stains accent the distinctive grain of each piece and

are available on all wood door styles.

Hand-rubbed glazes
Add another layer of beauty by accenting your cabinets with a glaze finish.

A translucent coating is applied over the base finish, then the excess is wiped

away by hand with a soft cloth. The glaze leaves a delicate coating over the

entire surface, while adhering more visibly to corners, profile edges and detail areas.

Our glaze colors include Mist (a soft grey), Mocha (a dark brown) and Ebony (a deep black).

Color variations
Whichever type of finish you select, remember to look at current samples of actual doors before you make your final decision. While we strive to be as

accurate as possible, the chemical differences between printing inks and cabinet finishes mean we cannot guarantee exact color reproduction in our catalog.

66
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BUTTERNUT

Mist Glaze Mocha Glaze Ebony Glaze

HONEY

TOFFEE

SORREL

GARNET

MERLOT

JAVA

CHERRY COLOR PALETTE
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ANTIQUE WHITE SHEER†

Mist Glaze Mocha Glaze Ebony Glaze

CHAMPAGNE†

CHIFFON†

NATURAL

CIDER

OATMEAL

† Transparent stain. Wood grain and color variations may show through finish.

MAPLE COLOR PALETTE
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SPICE

Mist Glaze Mocha Glaze Ebony Glaze

CHESTNUT

TOFFEE

ROSELLE

MERLOT

JAVA
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BISQUE*

OAK COLOR PALETTE

Mist Glaze Mocha Glaze Ebony Glaze

AUTUMN

CARMEL

WHEAT

CHESTNUT

* Semi-transparent stain. Wood grain and color variations may show through finish.
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Mist Glaze Mocha Glaze Ebony Glaze

TOFFEE

GARNET

MERLOT

JAVA
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AMBER

Mist Glaze Mocha Glaze Ebony Glaze

GINGER

CHESTNUT

TOFFEE

MERLOT

JAVA

HICKORY COLOR PALETTE



QUARTERSAWN OAK COLOR PALETTE

NATURAL

CARMEL

TOFFEE

SORREL

CHESTNUT

ROSELLE
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THERMOFOIL COLOR PALETTE

WHITE IVORY
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ACCENT FINISHES

Yorktowne accent finishes are a unique addition to traditional wood stain. Brindle and Opal accents highlight the beauty of your cabinetry by defining select

portions of doors, drawers and moldings. The Brindle accent highlights and enhances with a rich black pen-glaze, while the Opal accent is a silky gray glaze.

Accenting can be used in combination with our standard finishes and with Premium Designer finishes in Maple.

BRINDLE ACCENT

Natural with Brindle Cider with Brindle Oatmeal with Brindle

Antique White Opaque with Brindle

Spice with Brindle Roselle with Brindle

OPAL ACCENT

Natural with Opal Cider with Opal Oatmeal with Opal

Antique White Opaque with Opal

Spice with Opal Roselle with Opal
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PREMIUM DESIGNER FINISHES

GLACIER MAPLE

Mist Glaze Mocha Glaze Ebony Glaze

LINEN MAPLE

PARCHMENT MAPLE

ONYX MAPLE

Yorktowne premium painted and opaque finishes are a unique alternative to traditional wood stain. This advanced finishing process offers smooth, solid

coverage with a radiant sheen. Create additional depth and accent the distinctive details of your particular door style by adding a hand-rubbed glaze.

ANTIQUE WHITE
OPAQUE MAPLE
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GLACIER OAK

Mist Glaze Mocha Glaze Ebony Glaze

LINEN OAK

PARCHMENT OAK

ONYX OAK

ANTIQUE WHITE
OPAQUE OAK



Cherry*
Royalle
Kingfield
Serenity
Selena
Verona
Catalina Square
Catalina Arch
Asbury Square
Asbury Arch
Asbury Cathedral
Stockton
Wilshire

* Eclipse is not available on cherry, hickory

and select maple door styles.
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CHARACTER FINISHES

For a truly unique kitchen, you may select one of our Character Finishes.

These artful combinations of durable factory finishing and authentic hand

craftsmanship create beautiful furniture-like finishes. Each Character Finish

begins with one of our standard finishes, complemented by a hand-rubbed

glaze, then accented with a variety of character effects. Different looks are

achieved by combining different effects.

Because each door and drawer front is hand finished, the placement,

application, shape and number of effects will vary from piece to piece.

This variation is considered a desirable aspect of our Character Finishes,

not a defect. For a better sense of what kind of variations to expect

and how each finish looks on a particular cabinet style or species,

we recommend viewing product samples before placing your order.

Character Finishes are available on the following door styles

with all-wood Platinum construction:

Maple
Royalle*
Kingfield*
Selena
Verona
Serenity
Catalina Square
Catalina Arch
Asbury Square
Asbury Arch
Asbury Cathedral
Stockton
Wilshire

Oak
Selena
Verona
Catalina Square
Asbury Square
Asbury Arch
Asbury Cathedral
Stockton
Wilshire

Hickory*
Selena
Verona
Stockton
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Impacting the

surface of the door

and drawer front

with various tools

to reproduce wear,

split marks, water

marks, and other

natural signs of

age and weather.

A specific type of

physical distressing

that mimics naturally

produced worm holes

seen in old wood.

Sanding over corners

and edges to soften

them, creating an

aged and weathered

appearance.

Random glaze marks

made by hand.

Specific techniques

include spattering,

which creates a

subtle sprinkle

of glaze, and cow

tailing, which leaves

small brush marks.

Sanding off the finish

in specific areas, so

the natural wood

color shows through.

Physical Distressing Artist’s Marks

Worm Holes Round-OverSand-Through
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CHARACTER FINISHES

HEIRLOOM
Created by combining mid-tone stain accented with glazing and a variety of physical distressing techniques, our Heirloom finish is reminiscent

of beautifully aged fine furniture.

CHERRY MAPLE OAK

Techniques used:

� Physical distressing � Artist’s marks � Worm holes � Sand-through � Round-over
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CHERRY MAPLE OAK

RUSSET
Our most subtle Character Finish, Russet is a contemporary mid-tone stain accented by soft variations in the glaze.

Techniques used:

� Physical distressing � Artist’s marks � Worm holes � Sand-through � Round-over
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MAPLE OAK

CHARACTER FINISHES

ECLIPSE
Neutral black is combined with tone-on-tone glazed accents and pronounced sanding.

Techniques used:

� Physical distressing � Artist’s marks � Worm holes � Sand-through � Round-over
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CHERRY MAPLE OAK

SPRUCE
Cool opaque green and ebony accents are reminiscent of a casual cottage kitchen.

Techniques used:

� Physical distressing � Artist’s marks � Worm holes � Sand-through � Round-over
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CHERRY MAPLE OAK

CASHEW
Natural wood tones with rich brown glaze are accented by random age marks.

Techniques used:

� Physical distressing � Artist’s marks � Worm holes � Sand-through � Round-over

CHARACTER FINISHES
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CHERRY MAPLE OAK

FAWN
Soft butter yellow base and brown accents have a warm, aged patina.

Techniques used:

� Physical distressing � Artist’s marks � Worm holes � Sand-through � Round-over
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CHERRY MAPLE OAK

EGGSHELL
Black glaze over a warm off-white stain achieves a dramatic weathered look.

Techniques used:

� Physical distressing � Artist’s marks � Worm holes � Sand-through � Round-over

CHARACTER FINISHES
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CHERRY MAPLE OAK

HARVEST
Transparent golden brown stain with deeper brown accents creates a softly aged finish.

Techniques used:

� Physical distressing � Artist’s marks � Worm holes � Sand-through � Round-over



Your choice of door styles, wood species and finish

all reflect your taste, but it’s the details that really

make your kitchen your own. The perfect hardware.

Distinctive door inserts. Perhaps some hand-carved

corbels or decorative molding. Yorktowne has put

together a special selection of the little extras that

put the finishing touch on your room.

MAKING IT YOUR OWN

88
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Diamonds Milan ReededFrost

Fern

Clear Clear Antique

DOOR INSERTS

Small Reeded Cross Reeded

Smoked

Seeded

Fern Clear Thai Mango Natural Copper Chocolate Morisco Aluminum
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HARDWARE

Far from an afterthought, hardware can shape the style of your entire kitchen. Use complementary hardware and door styles to maintain

consistency, or contrast styles for an unexpected twist. The choice is yours, and we’ve made sure you have plenty of options.

C02D11

D24

C18

C01

C16

C17

C07*

C03*

D25*

D26

D09*

D03

D46

D51

D32

D28

C12

C14

D18

D12

D33

D29
D41

D37

D31

C15

C13

A weathered nickel pull with engraved leaves
accents the cottage style of Charlton.

Cool stainless steel heightens the contemporary
appeal of Stockton.

* Hardware will not fit with the Hallmark, Harmony and Celebration door styles.
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D08

D02

D15

D19

D05

D04
D10

C05

C04

D40

D39

D17

D20

D13

D06

D23

D27

D07

D01

D47

D52

D42

D38

D16*

D14*

D43

D48*

D21*

D22

D49

D44

C11

C08

D45

D30D50D36

D35
D34C06

C10*

C09

* Hardware will not fit with the Hallmark, Harmony and Celebration door styles.
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DECORATIVE ACCENTS

Yorktowne gives cabinets the look and feel of fine furniture with turned legs, arched mantels and hand-carved accents, including

our Décor Creations™ collections. These elegant embellishments take style and sophistication to a new level in any kitchen design.

Scrolled corbels dress up a vanity. Turned furniture legs, basket weave trim and
furniture drawers create a seating area.

An arched transom frame end panel and Arts
& Crafts legs add striking features to an island.

Leaves valance and molding add the finishing
touches to these base cabinets.

A closet area is embellished with the Reed Collection featuring molding, block onlay and valance applique.
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Crown molding is combined with intricate layers of molding and appliqués from the Rope Collection.

Baseboard moldings provide a finished look at
floor level.

Cove crown and single bead molding create a
pedestal look.

You and your designer can achieve dramatic effects by combining

accents and add-on pieces. Layering different styles and finishes of

moldings and valances at the top or base of your cabinets will add

dimension, texture and personality to your room.
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DECORATIVE ACCENTS

A furniture look is created with moldings
and corbels from the Braid Collection.

Add dramatic detail with Grape corbels on
wainscot backdrop.

Turn a refrigerator into a piece of casual cottage furniture with appliance front panels, Crown molding
and valance appliqué.

Acanthus Valance and block Appliqués pair nicely
with Fluted Columns and Rosette Blocks.
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A custom framed mirror is decorated with
Arts & Crafts valance appliqués and corbels.

Mullion door frames are used to create a
china cabinet.

The classic style of Basket Weave corbels spice up stovetop storage. A Deluxe Arch Mantel transforms an alcove into a focal point.
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ORGANIZATION AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Compose your masterpiece in a space carefully organized to

unleash your creativity, or serenely balanced to calm your senses.

The Ensemble Collection of storage solutions provides a perfect

blend of form and function working together to create an

environment that is planned, purposeful, and uniquely your own.

The Spice Drawer Insert organizes seasonings out of sight.

Apothecary-style Wall Spice Drawers are as beautiful as they are useful.

Save counter space with a built-in Microwave Base cabinet.
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The Bread Box Drawer Base cabinet includes
space for a cutting board.

Display and access your favorite vintage with a
Wine Rack Shelf.

Capture odds and ends in the Base Shelf
Organizer and Drawer Base cabinet.

Keep plates from shifting with the Deep
Drawer Organizer.

The Base Filler Pull-Out cleverly disguises
useful storage.

The Multi-Storage Pantry cabinet has room for all
your staples – and then some.

Maintain organization and avoid jumbled shelves
with a Pantry Cabinet with trays.

Put spices in easy reach with the Spice Rack
Wall cabinet.
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ORGANIZATION AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Maximize storage with a Base Pantry cabinet. The hidden Drawer Base Tray gives more space
with less exterior clutter.

The base cabinet with adjustable tray kit is great
for pots, pans and mixing bowls.

Rattan baskets are an attractive way to store produce.

A slim cabinet masks plenty of storage with a
Base Pantry Pull-Out.

Keep baking sheets in line in a Base Cabinet with
Tray Dividers.

Keep unattractive garbage out of sight with the
Trash Recycling Base cabinet.

Use all the available space with a Blind Corner
Base with luxury pull-out.
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Organize dinnerware with the Plate Stacker. Wall Spice Drawer cabinets are a beautiful old-fashioned storage solution.

The ingenious Ironing Board Base cabinet makes chores
more efficient.
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GOURMET FURNITURE COLLECTION

Islands

Whether freestanding or integrated in a row of cabinets, our fully assembled

islands provide useful work space and visual interest to your kitchen. Create a

unique look with the arrangement of drawers, shelves and decorative leg styles,

as well as your choice of wood species, finishes and glazes. For a special look

with unbeatable functionality, consider a solid 3” maple butcher block top.
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Wood Hoods

A fabulous and functional focal point for the serious chef’s kitchen, Wood Hood

ventilation systems can be created to complement any cabinet design. Mix and

match the basic components, then enhance the look with trim, molding or

other decorative accents.
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Standard Platinum Construction

• All-wood cabinet with solid hardwood front frames

• Maple veneer interiors

• Veneer plywood end panels

• Drawers:
– 3/4" solid maple dovetail front, sides and back
– 1/4" plywood bottom
– Concealed undermount Smooth CloseFX™ drawer glide system

• Trays:
– 3/4" solid maple dovetail front, sides and back
– 1/4" plywood bottom
– Concealed undermount Smooth CloseFX™ drawer glide system

Platinum drawers feature full extensions for easy access to
drawer contents.

TRAY

DRAWER

END PANEL

BOX

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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Standard Gold Construction

• Solid wood front frame and 1/2" laminated furniture board
end panels

• Natural wood grain laminate interior

• Matching wood grain laminate end panels

• Drawers:
– 5/8" solid maple dovetail front, sides and back
– 1/4" plywood bottom
– Concealed undermount glides with stay-closed feature

• Trays:
– 5/8" solid maple dovetail sides and back
– 3/4" solid maple front
– 1/4" plywood bottom
– Side mount glides with stay-closed feature

Standard Silver Construction

• Solid wood face frame and 1/2" laminated furniture board
end panels

• Natural wood grain laminate interior

• Matching wood grain laminate end panels

• Drawers:
– 5/8" laminated furniture board, all sides
– 1/4" laminated furniture board bottom
– Concealed undermount glides with stay-closed feature

• Trays:
– 5/8" laminated furniture board, sides and back
– 3/4" solid maple front
– 1/4" laminated furniture board bottom
– Side mount glides with stay-closed feature
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SEMI-CUSTOM MODIFICATIONS

Flush Toe Kick

The cabinet front frame extends

to the floor with a flush toe kick.

Change Depth*

Reduce or increase the depth of

a wall, base, tall or vanity cabinet.

* Limits and guidelines apply.

Extended Stiles

Add 3 inches to the stile(s)

on any side of a cabinet.

Inverted Frame

Move the drawer to the bottom of

the cabinet with an inverted frame.

We can modify cabinets to meet special needs,

add functionality, and help you create a kitchen

that is tailor made just for you. Perhaps you

want to increase the depth of a cabinet for more

storage or invert the front frame on a sink base

cabinet to gain practical drawer space. With our

modifications program, you can select from a

wide list of commonly requested alterations.

Arch Bottom Rail

The cabinet front frame extends

down to the floor and is crafted

into a decorative arch valance.

Louver Tray

Create usable storage by

replacing false drawers in

a sink base with tilt-out

louver trays.

Three simple modifications turn a standard sink base cabinet
into a unique vanity. The frame is inverted to add drawer
space at the bottom. Stiles are extended to allow room for
decorative moldings, and an arch bottom rail is added to
create the appearance of free-standing furniture.
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Raised Dishwasher

An inverted base cabinet with

additional supports was used

here to create a cabinet to raise

the dishwasher for easier access.

If you need modifications beyond our semi-custom offerings, try our Custom Quote

Program. Yorktowne will work with your designer to create custom designed cabinetry

exclusively for you –making your kitchen or work area as efficient as possible.

Apron Range Tops

Range tops that have an overhang

may fit a modified cabinet without

a top drawer. This is available in our

Semi-Custom Modification Program.

However, if the apron drops below

where the drawer would typically be,

Yorktowne can customize the cabinet

to accommodate the wider overhang.

Warming Drawers

To accommodate warming

drawers, the cabinet’s width

needs to be reconfigured to

the manufacturer’s specifications

preventing the warming oven

from touching the inside panels

of a cabinet.

CUSTOM QUOTE PROGRAM
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DOOR STYLES BY SPECIES

DOOR STYLE CHERRY MAPLE OAK HICKORY

Kingfield • •

Hallmark • •

• •

Belmonte • •

Harmony •

Catalina** • • •

Contours • •

Metropolitan • • •

Asbury • • •

Charlton •

Hearthside •

Bellaire • •
Avondale* • • • •

Harborton •

Celebration

Keystone • • •

• • •

• •

• •
• •

•

•

Cambridge

Foxridge

Greenfield

Glenmont

QUARTERSAWN OAK THERMOFOIL

* Avondale Cathedral not available in Cherry
** Catalina Arch not available in Oak

Brentwood • • •

Coventry • • •

Hartford • • •
•

Millstream • • •

Brighton •
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DOOR STYLE CHERRY MAPLE OAK HICKORY QUARTERSAWN OAK THERMOFOIL

Ridgewood • • •
Riverbend • • •
Royalle • •
Savannah • • •
Selena • • • •

Verona • • • •

Serenity • •

Stockton • • • •

Simplicity • •
•
•

Somerset • • •
Springhill • • •

•

Wilshire • • •

Snowden •
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MOVING BEYOND THE KITCHEN

Vanities and bath cabinets

The beauty and quality of Yorktowne

Cabinetry don’t have to be limited to your

kitchen. Our new free-standing vanities

enhance the bath with the elegant look of

fine furniture. Complete the room with

coordinating linen cabinets and vanity

wall mirrors.

Greenfield Maple lends contemporary edge to a pair
of his-and-her vanities in Roselle finish.

Stockton cherry, Butternut finish
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The Master Closet Collection

The Yorktowne Master Closet Collection is

designed exclusively for the dressing room space.

Add sophistication to your closet and value to

your home with a complete organization system

in cherry, maple, hickory or oak. Consult your

Yorktowne Cabinetry dealer for all the available

styles, finishes and options.

Optional black matte Drawer Dividers help you stay
organized and accommodate special storage needs.

Serenity cherry, Sorrel finish with Ebony glaze
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MOVING BEYOND THE KITCHEN

Entertaining with Yorktowne

With a little help from Yorktowne, you can

transform unused space into the neighborhood’s

most popular entertainment spot. Using our

semi-custom cabinets to design your own

one-of-a-kind bar adds valuable living space

to your home. Whether your idea of the perfect

relaxation spot is an intimate wine bar or a

convivial pub, we can create it.

Charlton maple, Linen finish with Ebony glaze and Onyx finish.

Verona cherry, Merlot finish
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